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Introduction

▶ Davidson: ‘there is a lot of language we can make systematic
sense of if we suppose events exist’ [1].

▶ McCarthy: ‘[h]uman intelligence depends essentially on the
fact that we can represent in language facts about our
situation, our goals, and the effects of the various actions we
can perform’ [2].

▶ My suggestion: there is a lot of language we can make
systematic sense of if we conceive of events in situation
calculus terms.



Whig History

▶ [3, 4, 5] emphasized distinctions in well-formedness conditions
and seemingly licit inferences between different sets of
predicates.

▶ [6, 7, 8] developed these ideas in terms borrowed from
Generative Semantics and Montague Grammar.

▶ One division of predicates is common in introducing linguistic
theories of ‘aspect’:

Telic Atelic
Stretch Accomplishments

run five kilometres
Activities
run

Point Achievements
die

States
be dead



Well-formedness Properties 1

▶ Telicity refers to whether there is some inherent endpoint to
the description of the event.

▶ Atelic but not Telic predicates get modified by durative
adverbs (though note this is not a sufficient condition).
▶ #Bill ran five kilometres for one hour.
▶ #Bill died for one hour.
▶ Bill ran for one hour.
▶ Bill was dead for one hour.

▶ Note that accomplishment predicates are nearly a subset of
activity predicates.



Well-formedness Properties 2

▶ Stretch/Point events differ concerning whether the event is
some process ‘going on in time’[4]–though the distinction
between permanent and inherent properties requires further
tests to distinguish types of states [9].

▶ Stretch events (in English) will be understood in terms of
whether the progressive form of the verb denoting the event is
well-formed (though note this is not a sufficient condition).

▶ Stretch but not Point verbs license the progressive.
▶ Bill is running five kilometres.
▶ Bill is running.
▶ #John is dying.

‘Dying’ is well-formed when construed in terms of the preceding
injury producing death.

▶ *John is deading.



Inference Properties 1

▶ When tense is considered, there are inferences within and
between the cells of Vendler’s table.

▶ Simple past for atelic durative predicates licenses inferences to
simple past for subsets of the length of the event denoted by
the predicate, which property is sometimes dubbed
‘homogeneity’.
▶ Bill ran for five minutes. → Bill ran for three minutes.
▶ Bill was dead for one hour. → Bill was dead for thirty minutes.

▶ Simple past and progresssive of accomplishments licenses
inferences to simple past and progressive of activities.
▶ Bill ran five kilometres. → Bill ran.
▶ Bill is running five kilometres. → Bill is running.

▶ Simple past of achievements and present of states license
inferences between themselves.
▶ John died ↔ John is dead.



Inference Properties 2

▶ Of note is the following (non)inference from present
progressive to simple past:
▶ Bill is running. → Bill ran.
▶ Bill is running five kilometres. /→ Bill ran five kilometres

▶ The foregoing inferences give rise to what Dowty dubbed the
‘imperfective paradox’ [7], cf.[10].
▶ Bill is running five kilometres.
▶ →Bill is running.
▶ →Bill has run.
▶ /→Bill has run five kilometres.

▶ Evidently activities do not inherit the telicity of the
accomplishments they are inferred from.

▶ In the sequel I restrict myself to those inferences (reflexively)
to/from simple past and simple present.



Dowty

▶ [8] argued that the four Vendler categories could be
schematized in the following form:
▶ states: φ
▶ achievements: BECOME (φ)
▶ activities: DO(x , φ)
▶ accomplishments: CAUSE (DO(x , φ),BECOME (π))

▶ Dowty synthesizes [11]’s theory of counterfactuals, [12]’s logic
of change, and [13]’s Generative Semantic theory of DO, and
embeds the result in a version of Montague Grammar.

▶ Dowty’s theory, though not without issue, provides the most
worked-out purely model-theoretic account of the sorts of
inferences discussed herein.



Enter Situation Calculus

▶ (some of) the inferences that Dowty concerned himself with
can be captured in the Situation Calculus [2, 14], which in
turn can be implemented in Prolog in the form of the language
GOLOG.

▶ I focus here on the second order classical logic representation
of the situation calculus and the form of verb schemes I
propose therein.

▶ The resulting second order expressions can be derived from
proofs in the Lambek calculus [15] by substituting second
order logic for the target language resulting from reducing the
Curry-Howard corresponding lambda terms.



Dowty to Reiter

▶ Restricting the focus to simple present and simple past, I
exemplify the Vendler categories in the situation calculus by
the following toy expressions.

(1) states: Bill is dead. ↝ dead
′(bill , s0)

(2) achievements: Bill died. ↝ ∃z .dead
′(bill , do(z , s0))

(3) activities: Bill ran. ↝ ran
′(bill , do(run

′(bill ), s0)
(4) accomplishments: Bill ran five kilometres. ↝

ran
′′(bill , five_km, do(run

′′(bill , five_km), s0))



Intuitive conception of the foregoing

▶ The foregoing expressions are fluents in the situation calculus.
▶ Fluents are predicates (or functions) that depend for their

truth on the situation to which they are predicated.
▶ situations are finite sequences of actions.
▶ actions are reified events. I refer to them by the term event

in the sequel.
▶ s0 is the starting situation.
▶ do is the function from events and situations to situations.



Situation Calculus in Second Order Classical Logic

▶ The Situation Calculus is a theory written in SOL; it is not a
logic unto itself.

▶ We define Classical Second Order Logic with Equality in the
usual way except for the following additions:
▶ The logic is extended with sorts e for events, s for situations.
▶ There are two functions of sort s, the starting situation s0 and

do.
▶ The predicate ⊂ expressing subsequence between situations.



Further components of the Situation Calculus

▶ The Situation Calculus relies on several sets of axioms:
▶ Precondition axioms of the form ∀y

s
.Poss(xe

, y ) ≡ φ
expressing that the event x is possible to execute in the
situation y iff φ.

▶ Effect axioms of the form ∀x
e
y
s
z
i
n.P(zn, do(x , y ) expressing

the result P which holds of some zn subsequent to the
execution of the event x in the situation y.

▶ Frame axioms specifying what doesn’t change subsequent to
the execution of some event.

▶ Domain Independent (second order) axioms.
▶ The foregoing suffices to define a regression normal form

which mentions only the situation s0.

▶ Given the regression normal form of a goal determing whether
a theory entails that goal is good old first order theorem
proving [14, 16].



Example Preconditions and Postconditions

▶ Precondition for run”.
∀x

i
y
i
z
s
.Poss(run

′′(x , y ), z) ≡ mobile(x , z) ∧ ∀w
i
.(w < y ) →

∃q
s
.(q ⊂ z) ∧ ran

′′(x ,w , q)
▶ Postcondition for run”.

∀x
i
y
i
z
s
.ran

′′(x , y , do(run
′′(x , y ), z) ∧ ran

′(x , do(run
′′(x , y ), z)

▶ Precondition for run’.
∀x

i
y
s
.Poss(run

′(x), y ) ≡ mobile(x , y )
▶ Postcondition for run’.

∀x
i
y
s
.ran

′(x , do(run
′(x), y )) ∧ ∃z

i
.ran

′′(x , z , do(run
′(x), y ))



Inference redux

▶ The inferences between states and achievements are
immediate.

▶ The inference from Bill ran five kilometres to Bill ran follows
from the postconditions on run”.

▶ The postcondition on both run” and run’ ensures that some
distance is run if Bill ran (five kilometres).

▶ The precondition on run” ensures Bill can only
accomplishment running five kilometres if he ran every
distance less than five kilometres.

▶ The postconditions on ran’ ensure that if Bill ran then Bill ran
some distance, but this is too weak to ensure his running
would license his running five kilometres, suggesting an
approach to the imperfective paradox.



Toy Lexicon for Reiter style decomposition

word Lambek Category Lambda Term
Bill NP bill

i

five_km NP five_km
i

is (NP\S)/(NP\Pred) λP
i→s→t

x
i
.P(x)

dead NP\Pred λx
i
y
s
.dead

′(x , y )
died NP\S λx

i
y
s
.∃z

e
.dead

′(x , do(z , y ))
ran NP\S λx

i
y
s
.ran

′(x , do(run
′(x), y )

ran (NP\S)/NP λx
i
y
i
z
s
.ran

′′(y , x , do(run
′′(y , x), z))

ε S’/S λP
s→t

.P(s0)



Promisory Notes/Conclusion

▶ The title of this talk emphasizes the computational nature of
this semantics.

▶ Given the situation calculus expressions of the foregoing,
suitable GOLOG programs can be constructed.

▶ Deriving the situation calculus expressions ought to be possible
using e.g. GRAIL [17] with some lexicon in the style given
herein.

▶ Subsequent work will provide code for the inferences sketched
herein.

▶ Thank you for listening!
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